Create an Affordable Website
No doubt you’ve seen the gorgeous websites. And probably think they are
expensive to create.
Did you know you can create a professional website without the expense?
You can if you have the right information. This is the information you need.

Everyone is a beginner when it comes to creating a website.
Technology has made our lives simple and complex. The web started out as
“a simple system of links,” as the inventor of the World Wide Web, Sir Tim
Berners-Lee wrote in his book Weaving the Web. It has now become a vast
system which needs to be understood if you want to be visible and operating
on the web.
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Technology Moves Fast
There will always be a new and improved version of the website software. The
software runs in the background. You operate it on the front end.
How do you keep pace with technology?

The key to keeping pace with technology - slow down.
Slow down. Get the foundational knowledge. A website has many
components. Without this knowledge you’re at the mercy of a cheap, easy
website, up and running in minutes.

Advertising is Misleading
There are no easy steps that take a few minutes and you’re up and
running on the web.
This is too good to be true. And mushrooms into expense.

No one is stupid or unintelligent, but advertising is persuasive.
When we click impulsively on the FREE button, we pay for it later.

Anyone can say anything about something on the web.
There are so many ‘experts’ convincing you a website is easy to create and
it’s free. A website is a complex arrangement of HTML code with specific
commands. The code runs in the background on the back end. Code is
created by a Developer.
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The User, that’s us, operates the website from the front end. The most used
software for a website is WordPress.

Over 60% of websites worldwide are powered by
WordPress. WordPress is the software of choice from
Governments, Education Institutions, Corporations to
Hobbyists and individuals. All use WordPress.
There are a number of reasons:
●
●
●
●
●

The software works well
It's secure
Updated regularly
Specific functions can be added with Plugins
User friendly front end operation
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With all software there is a learning curve. No one knows how something
works before they start using it.
I started using WordPress in 2006 as a beginner, knowing nothing, and not
wanting to learn HTML code. WordPress has helpful prompts and explanations
to guide you through the settings. It’s a well organized and efficient content
management system designed to manage the information.
After fifteen years working with WordPress, I have not found any other website
software to compare.
A website is an avenue of communication. The creation process is a defining
journey for the purpose of the website. You bring your idea from conception to
being viewed on the web through the website.

The Journey to Creating a Website
As you start this journey it's essential to understand the elements of a website.

The Five Elements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Theme Choice
Branding
Logo
Typography
Style Guide

Theme Choice
There are so many Themes. The choice of Theme is vital. You want a flexible
Theme that allows you to change something without breaking the website.
You need the flexibility to add functions to the website when you need them.
A Theme should not restrict anything you want to do. Open an online
storefront. Add a membership site. Expand the content. Upload videos. Invite
guest bloggers.
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Branding
A Brand is an identifying symbol that conveys a visual message, and
sometimes includes a short description, or tagline. The brand promotes the
vision, the story of the company, product, or service.

Logo
A logo is a distinctive recognition point to identify a company brand. It's a
symbol adopted by an organization, or individual, identifying a product or
service.
If you have an existing logo consider continuing to use that logo. Your
business is already recognized by the logo.

Typography
A font is a style of type. We use fonts to create the printed word instantly from
keyboard to screen. Did you know there are over 600 Google fonts to choose
from when selecting a font style for a website?
Fonts can be artistic

and cursive but not easy to read.

Style Guide
The style of the website should fit the branding and the logo matching the
colors of the website.
Colors have specific meanings. They elicit an emotional response. An analysis
of colors will help you determine what colors you want to use.
If you don’t have a logo use a text logo for the name of the business. A logo
can always be introduced and the color scheme changed to match the logo.
The color scheme might change several times. This is why it’s vital to choose
a Theme that accommodates changes.
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Here’s an example of colors and their meaning:

Green: Wealth, Health, Balance, Relaxing, Easy-going Environment
Yellow: Creative, Friendly
Blue: Loyalty, Coolness, Trust, Security
Purple: Soothing, Calming, Luxury, Truth
Orange: Aggressive, Excitement, Fun
Red: Energy, Urgency, Courage, Warmth
Pink: Romantic, Tranquility, Sexuality, Feminine
Did you know there are people who are color blind and don’t see colors
clearly?
Website colors should be more of a matte finish than a bright color. Use bright
colors sparingly.
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Website Logistics - the Structure of a Website
There are five essential pages for a website:

A Basic Website
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Homepage
About page
Contact page
Blog page
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use page

There’s no limit to the amount of pages you can add to a WordPress website.

A Blog
A Blog is a website with the Blog Posts set as the Homepage.
A Blog website consists of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Blog page
About page
Contact page
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use Page

A One Page Website
A one page website - a Landing Page with anchor links. An anchor link will
take the user to a specific section on the same page. Anchor links are usually
placed in the Main Navigation Menu. They can also be placed throughout the
page.
This is effective but not ideal. A one page website doesn’t allow for enough
information for a potential buyer to make the decision to purchase a product
or service. The exception to this might be the promotion of a newly published
book.
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A Membership Website
A website with a community. Members can join the website, participate in
conversations, and take courses. All this is possible using WordPress and the
right theme. Not all themes will accommodate such expansion.

An Educational Website
An educational website - with resource information, courses and instruction.
Some examples of websites that handle large information; Governments,
Universities, Laboratories Online Tuition, and Schools.

A Corporate Website
A corporate website. WordPress adequately takes care of the many different
functions required for a corporate website.
The website can accommodate multiple users with specific role definitions
from full administration, password protection, to guest blogger.

SAAS Website
Software as a service (SAAS) is a website operating on a platform with
everything ready to use. There is usually a free version to use with ads. An
upgrade removes the ads.
Anytime you operate on a specific platform you are restricted and must stay
within the platform’s ecosystem. You are subject to any changes without
notice. You don’t have complete control over your website.
A SAAS website will not be able to expand. Educational Institutions,
Corporations, Membership Websites do not use a SAAS platform. Even an
individual website has limitations. This is why WordPress is preferred.

The most frequently asked question about WordPress...
What’s the difference between WordPress.com and WordPress.org?
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WordPress.com
WordPress.com is a SAAS (software as a service) platform. It’s free to start a
website using WordPress. The free plan comes with limitations. The name of
your site will contain wordpress in the URL. https://yoursite.wordpress.com.
You will have ads on the site which can only be removed if you upgrade from
the free use.
You are restricted in the choice of Theme and memory usage.
You do not want to depend on a platform. You do not have full control over
your website. And your website capacity is severely limited.
The software WordPress is excellent, and it’s used independently of
WordPress.com
A WordPress website should be self-hosted.

WordPress.org
WordPress.org is self-hosting.

WordPress Self-Hosting Explained
The term is confusing. This is what it means; you find a Hosting Company of
your choice and you purchase a Domain Name (the name of your website).
Self-hosting does NOT mean you download the WordPress software onto your
personal computer and then start using WordPress. This is what Developers
do when they build a WordPress Theme.
WordPress.org is the information codex resource for WordPress core
Developers.
The Hosting Company gives you space on its servers to accommodate your
website. The Hosting Company supplies the WordPress core software which
comes from WordPress.org. This is what powers the website.
A Web Hosting company charges a monthly service fee to host your website.
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The only part of self, in self-hosting is; you find a Web Hosting
Company, a Domain Name, and a WordPress Theme.

Why WordPress Works for a Website
A theme modifies the way the site is displayed without modifying the core
software of WordPress. WordPress is an open source software.
“Open source” refers to something modified and shared through public
access. The WordPress open source project is a collaborative participation of
Developers from all over the world who contribute to the WordPress source
code.
The source code is the part of the software working in the background as you
initiate the settings. This is what HTML code looks like.
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WordPress started out as a blogging platform. The founders of WordPress,
Matt Mullenweg and David Little, developed the software as a fork of an
originally existing blogging software, b2/cafelog.
Their aim was to improve the user experience for blogs. WordPress became a
popular blogging software and then expanded into a powerful, flexible
software for a website with a blog.
The WordPress core is the framework. Think of a house where there is a
foundation. Anything built on to the frame would be the Theme.

A Theme Overlays the Framework
A Theme has a topic styled by the Designer. With the right Theme Layout you
can modify it to suit any subject. Not all Themes have this option.
Some Themes have built-in styles and are designed so you cannot change
the style.
The first WordPress Theme you’ll come into contact with is the WordPress Free
Theme.
I’m sure you’ve figured out by now the last thing you want is other people’s
ads on your website. And, you’ve learned that free means upgrade.
When I created my first website I encountered:
● Misleading information about needing a feature already built into the
website software
● Not being able to update the WordPress core software because of
insufficient memory on the Hosting Company server
● Having to change the Theme each year to renew the license that
comes with all Themes
● Limited to one or two column layout for every page in the website with
no option to change the column structure
● Adding content onto the page and having to use HTML code to align an
image or create a line break.
All Themes come with a one year GPL (general public license). Until you use a
long-term non-expiring WordPress Premium Theme.
Is there such a Theme? Yes, it’s the world’s most used Theme.
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The World’s Most Used Theme
This is what the Developer and the Designer don’t want you to know because
this is the Theme they use for their business.

Divi -The Theme You'll Never Tire of Using
The Divi Theme is the theme the Developer and the Designer use. But the Divi
Theme is also built for the user. And, it brings out the creator in you, yes you.
We’ve been programmed with the idea that’s the Designer’s job. The Divi
Theme lets you design without knowing you’re designing.
You are using a pre-designed layout with styling capabilities built into the
modules. The technical thinking has been done for you by Divi Developers and
Designers.
The Divi Theme is structured so you can concentrate on the content that goes
into the website. And this is not from a blank page.

Divi is long-lasting
Divi is built by a reputable Theme Company, Elegant Themes.
In 2019, WordPress core updated the Classic Editor and introduced the
Gutenberg Editor and the use of Blocks.
The Gutenberg Blocks are modeled after the drag and drop module method
already built into the Divi Theme when Divi was produced in 2013.
When the Gutenberg Blocks were introduced by WordPress core, the Divi
Theme Developer Team built the Divi Builder to integrate seamlessly with the
Gutenberg Blocks.
You can now use the new Gutenberg Editor with the Divi Builder.
The Gutenberg Editor has changed the way WordPress Themes work. Some
Theme Developers have kept pace and some have not.
With the Divi Theme you don’t have to be concerned about this.
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When you receive a notice to Update in the WordPress admin area, all you
need to do; press the Update button.

Divi is built for the user
Anyone can learn to use the Divi Theme. There is no truth that Divi is an
advanced theme and isn’t for beginners.
I was a beginner with the Divi Theme when it first came out in 2013. I have
used it ever since and have no need for any other Theme.

The Divi Theme comes with:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Drag and Drop modules - with built in styling settings
Divi Page Builder - put content onto the page without HTML
Divi Visual Builder - inline on page editing
Divi Theme Builder - you can design your own theme
Built in Help Menu in each module - with video tutorials
Premade Layout Packs - 125+ with a new one added weekly

Inserting a row onto the page using the Visual Builder
The column measurements are preset. This is necessary for desktop, laptop,
and phone screens.
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This process has made it easier to put content onto a web page. The Divi
Theme is 100% responsive and automatically adjusts to screen sizes.
Tablet and phone settings for mobile view are built into every module.
The Theme overlays the WordPress core. It's the design element of the
website. Ideally the Theme should complement the topic of the website.

The Divi Theme comes with
Unlimited use on multiple websites.
24/7 Premium Tech support. No problem is too difficult to solve.
Constant updates. All Themes must keep updated with the latest versions of
WordPress Core.
The Divi Theme is now the most popular theme in the world and includes the
advanced Visual Builder with inline editing. You see your edits as you make
them in real time.
Divi is a complete design framework.
The Divi Theme includes two plugins:
● An email popup to grow a mailing list - Bloom
● A social sharing option - Monarch
As the need for online commerce increases, Divi now comes with
WooCommerce Modules to layout products.
The Divi Theme comes with Layout Packs stored in the Divi Library. Any Divi
Layout Pack can be used and modified.

Divi Layout Packs
The Layout Pack will give you styling ideas and guide you through the process
of shaping the content of the website.
Each Layout Pack has the basic architecture of a website consisting of five
pages:
●
●
●
●

Home page
About page
Landing page
Contact page
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● Blog page
Additional pages can be added to the website as needed.

The Divi Layout Packs in the Divi Library

Follow the Designer’s Lead
Here’s a little known secret I will share with you.
The best way to design an affordable website is to follow the designers lead.
The Divi Layout Packs are designed by the Elegant Themes Design Team.
You’re getting the benefit of a professional design to complement your
website, without costing extra.
Style and layout often comes down to personal preference. What appeals to
one might not appeal to someone else. The main issue with a website is; the
design must appeal to what you envision for your website.
Any Layout Pack can be modified to fit into the Style Guide. Or you can keep
the existing colors of the Layout Pack.

What About SEO?
This is a common question.
Built into WordPress is a hierarchy of Headings from H1 through H7.
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The main Heading, H1, is the title of the page or blog post; this is the title
picked up by the search engine along with the first 125 characters of the
content directly beneath the Title.
You also have a metadata or manual description option in WordPress where
you can enter the content of the words you want to display in the search
engine.

The Title of the Page is About Divi - H1 - Heading 1 the main heading.
Further down the page you will find the area where you can manually fill in the
excerpt.

Writing an excerpt is optional. This is used as a summary.
The summary will override the content in the first paragraph of the writing in
the page or post. The meta description is important. It's where you place the
keywords. This is the snippet the search engine will read. It's the one area you
can use to write for the search engine.
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What is a Child Theme?
A Child Theme is a Theme created by a Developer using CSS (cascading style
sheet). The CSS code overrides the main Theme, the Parent Theme, Divi. This is
how it came to be called a Child Theme.
You will hear the ‘experts’ say you must use a Child Theme. It’s not necessary
to use a Child Theme.
Divi Child Themes are beautifully designed but there are drawbacks:
●
●
●
●
●

They are not easy to modify or change without costing extra
The Child Theme is built on an earlier version of the Divi Theme
The Parent Theme is updated regularly - the Child Theme isn’t
An outdated version of a Child theme is a security risk
WordPress Core and the Divi Theme updates regularly and can override
the Child Theme settings

This is why I would not recommend using a Child Theme.
Fixing a problem in the CSS Styling requires the skills of a Developer who
knows CSS code.
A Premade Layout from the built in Divi Library will give you a Theme without
the complexity that comes with using a Child Theme.
I have used a Child Theme and every time there was an issue with the Theme
it was due to an update in the Parent Theme. I grew tired of dealing with this
problem.
The Divi Theme has the capacity to add CSS to a specific module or sitewide
in the Theme Options area.
A Developer labors with a Child Theme. The person using the Divi Theme
doesn’t labor.

A Note About WordPress Plugins
Your knowledge wouldn’t be complete without information about Plugins.
A plugin is like an appliance, you plug it into an electric outlet and turn it on to
work.
Remember as we discussed above, WordPress is a framework to build on.
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A plugin adds functionality to the framework, the core.
Plugins are added to the website from the plugins area. Your WordPress
website will have access to the WordPress Plugin Repository.

A plugin can also be uploaded in a .zip file
into the plugins area in the WordPress
Dashboard.
The main issue with plugins for all Themes.
Is it compatible?

How Plugins Are Developed
Plugins are developed separately by 3rd Party Plugin Developers.
There are three kinds of WordPress Developers:
1. WordPress Core Developers.
2. WordPress Theme Developers.
3. Plugin Developers.
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The WordPress Repository has forty-four thousand plus plugins. That’s a lot of
plugins. All plugins aren’t created equal.
You will encounter:
● The plugin works well initially then the developer stops updating it and
it’s discontinued
● The plugin stops working and you can’t get tech support without paying
someone to fix the problem
● The plugin doesn’t have any documentation or tutorials to tell you how
to use it
To avoid plugin conflicts you need to be extra careful about which plugins you
decide to use in your website.
Always do research about the plugin before using it.

Questions to ask About Plugins
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Is it compatible with the Divi Theme?
When last was the Plugin updated?
Is it compatible with the latest WordPress Core update?
Is there tech support available for the plugin?
Does tech support cost extra?
Can you go to the Plugin Developer’s website and contact them if
necessary?
7. What is the pricing tier plan to use the Plugin?
Now comes the most important element. How is this affordable?

The Affordable Part
The initial cost for a professional, well-designed website using the Divi Theme
is the purchase of a membership with Elegant Themes.
The Membership fee is: $87 annually | or Lifetime one-time fee: $249.
If you choose the Lifetime Membership there are no other fees.
The next consideration is the Hosting Company Fee. This will vary depending
on the Host.
Hosting Companies will offer a low monthly introductory fee for a period of
time and then the fee goes to the standard monthly fee.
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This is What I Did
The Divi Theme
Because my budget was so limited. I purchased an Individual Membership
with Elegant Themes. After a few years of satisfaction I upgraded to the
Lifetime Membership.
I didn’t have to pay the full $249. My Individual Membership fee was deducted
from the Lifetime Fee. My upgrade to Lifetime Membership was: $162.

The Hosting Company
For the Hosting Company: I found a Company that offered outstanding 24/7
technical service at no extra cost. Anytime I needed help I could contact them
and they would solve my problem.
I opted in for the initial three year sign up at the lower monthly rate
$6.99/month. After three years the monthly fee would be $14.99/month.
You can do the math and get cheap hosting for less. I had already
encountered the insufficient memory for a WordPress core update. Lack of
technical support. Limited use of Theme. Having to change the Theme every
year.
That’s when I joined Elegant Themes and found the Divi Theme. I changed
over my existing Theme to the Divi Theme without any problems.

I knew nothing about Divi and learned how to use it. I have used
the Divi Theme for 13 years and have not had the need to use any
other Theme.
To use the Divi Theme you need to be a member of Elegant Themes.
You can sign up for an Elegant Themes Membership on my website. Links on
my website are affiliate links. I have used Elegant Themes services since 2012. I
have no hesitation recommending them to you.
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There is a Learning Curve
The Divi Theme has a learning curve, as any software does. I wasn’t
overwhelmed when I started to use the Divi Theme. This was because I relied
on the excellent service and help built into the Divi Theme modules.
It helps though to have someone show you how.
This is why I started my own Website Consulting & Design in real time
business. I enjoy helping people figure out how this stuff works. It’s basic. It’s
not advanced. Once you know how it works, you can work it.
What you know will determine whether or not you end up with an expensive or
an affordable website.
You want to be in the position of knowing the basics and making the right
choices and create an affordable website.

Contact
Contact me if you have any questions or need help with your website.
I also offer one-on-one tuition.

How Much Do I Charge for Tuition?
Never too much but not for free.
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